
 

Oney Plays Mario 64 Mod

in the episode, oney plays the 'new game plus' mode, where the player can start the game over
with a single change. the player begins with mario and the power-up mushroom, but instead of the
princess, the player gets a yoshi. mario 64 monogram is a mod made by oneyplays and xradar. it is

a simple mod, where the player can press the a, b, c, and d buttons to make the characters on
screen do different things. if they press c, they move, a is jump, b is attack, and d is a special
move. this is a very simple mode. oney plays luigi's mansion is a mod made by oneyplays and

xradar. it is a simple mod, where the player can press a and b to jump and interact with items. it is
a very simple mode, where you are just controlling luigi. oney plays kirby 64 is a mod made by

oneyplays and xradar. it is a simple mod, where the player can press a to jump and interact with
items. it is a very simple mode, where you are just controlling kirby. oney plays super mario world
is a mod made by oneyplays and xradar. it is a simple mod, where the player can press a to jump

and interact with items. it is a very simple mode, where you are just controlling a different
character. oney plays super metroid is a mod made by oneyplays and xradar. it is a simple mod,

where the player can press a to jump and interact with items. it is a very simple mode, where you
are just controlling a different character. oney plays fire emblem is a mod made by oneyplays and
xradar. it is a simple mod, where the player can press a to jump and interact with items. it is a very

simple mode, where you are just controlling a different character.
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